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Summary 

 

A non-reward attractor theory of depression is proposed based on the operation of the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex and supracallosal cingulate cortex. The orbitofrontal cortex contains error neurons 

that respond to non-reward for many seconds in an attractor state that maintains a memory of the non-

reward. The human lateral orbitofrontal cortex is activated by non-reward during reward reversal, and 

by a signal to stop a response that is now incorrect. Damage to the human orbitofrontal cortex impairs 

reward reversal learning. Not receiving reward can produce depression. The theory proposed is that in 

depression, this lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system is more easily triggered, and maintains 

its attractor-related firing for longer. This triggers negative cognitive states, which in turn have positive 

feedback top-down effects on the orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system. Treatments for depression, 

including ketamine, may act in part by quashing this attractor. The mania of bipolar disorder is 

hypothesized to be associated with oversensitivity and overactivity in the reciprocally related reward 

system in the medial orbitofrontal cortex and pregenual cingulate cortex. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

 Major depressive disorder is ranked by the World Health Organization as the leading cause of years-

of-life lived with disability (Drevets, 2007; Gotlib and Hammen, 2009; Hamilton et al., 2013). Major 

depressive episodes, found in both major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder are pathological 

mood states characterized by persistently sad or depressed mood. Major depressive disorders are 

generally accompanied by: (a) altered incentive and reward processing, evidenced by amotivation, 

apathy, and anhedonia; (b) impaired modulation of anxiety and worry, manifested by generalized, social 

and panic anxiety, and oversensitivity to negative feedback; (c) inflexibility of thought and behavior in 

association with changing reinforcement contingencies, apparent as ruminative thoughts of self-

reproach, pessimism, and guilt, and inertia toward initiating goal-directed behavior; (d) altered 

integration of sensory and social information, as evidenced by mood-congruent processing biases; (e) 

impaired attention and memory, shown as performance deficits on tests of attention set-shifting and 

maintenance, and autobiographical and short-term memory; and (f) visceral disturbances, including 

altered weight, appetite, sleep, and endocrine and autonomic function (Drevets, 2007; Gotlib and 

Hammen, 2009).  

 This paper describes a new theory of some of the brain mechanisms that are related to depression 

and mania, and has implications for treatment. The theory is related to attractor network dynamics, 

which enable states to be maintained by continuing firing within a population of neurons with strong 

excitatory synaptic inter-connections (Rolls, 2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010) (see Appendix), and which 

are evident for non-reward in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, as described next. The approach taken in 

this paper is to provide a systems-level neuroscience framework for understanding depression, bipolar 

disorder, and mania that is based on a wide range of evidence on the functions of different brain areas 

in emotion (Rolls, 2014a). Moreover, the theory extends hypotheses of depression to the concept that 

over-active attractor networks (Deco et al., 2013; Rolls, 2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010) in some brain 

regions related to emotion (Rolls, 2014a) are involved in depression.  

 However, to provide further background, it is useful to refer to neuroimaging studies on 

depression (Rigucci et al., 2010) which lead to hypotheses of the following type. Patients with 

depression show impairments in the coordinated activity of some brain regions considered to be 

important for several domains of mental functioning (Iwabuchi et al., 2015) such as emotional 

processing (amygdala and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex) (Disner et al., 2011; Sheline et al., 2010); 

self-referential processes (medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex) 

(Kuhn and Gallinat, 2013; Price and Drevets, 2010; Sheline et al., 2010); cognitive functions such as 

memory (hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex) (Lorenzetti et al., 2009); visual processing (fusiform 

gyrus, lingual gyrus and lateral temporal cortex) (Veer et al., 2010); and attention processing 

(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex) (Hamilton et al., 2012). 

  The remainder of Section 1 describes some of the evidence on the basis of which the theory has 

been developed. Section 2 describes the new theory of depression. Section 3 describes evidence 

consistent with the theory. Section 4 describes how the new theory relates to other brain systems than 

the orbitofrontal cortex implicated in depression. Section 5 considers some implications for treatments 

of depression. Section 6 describes a possible extension of the theory to mania and bipolar disorder. 

 

1.2 Neurophysiological evidence for a non-reward system in the orbitofrontal cortex 

 

 First, neurophysiological evidence indicates that neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex respond to non-

reward. The orbitofrontal cortex contains a population of error neurons that respond to non-reward and 

maintain their firing for many seconds after the non-reward, providing evidence that they have entered 

an attractor state that maintains a memory of the non-reward (Fig. 1) (Rolls, 2014b; Thorpe et al., 1983). 
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An example is shown in Fig. 1. On reversal trials, when saline (S) was obtained if a lick (indicated by 

a double dot) was made indicating that reversal should occur, the neuron started to respond 

approximately 1 s after the unexpected saline was obtained, and continued to respond as shown for 

many seconds, and indeed was still responding before the start of the next trial 8-10 s later, as shown. 

These neurons did not respond just to the taste of saline, but only when the saline indicated that a taste 

reward was not being obtained in that trial, and that because of the non-reward, reversal behavior should 

occur. The continuing firing for many seconds of these neurons provides evidence that they are part of 

a population that has entered a high firing rate attractor state.  

 Attractor networks once triggered can maintain their high firing rate because of the strong recurrent 

excitatory synaptic connections between the neuronal sub-population. The operation of attractor 

networks is summarized in the Appendix and described in more detail elsewhere (Rolls, 2016a) (with 

Appendix B available at http://www.oxcns.org).  This short-term memory of a recent negatively 

reinforcing event is an essential component of a system that must change its operation after non-reward 

in a rule-based way, and this has been modelled (Deco and Rolls, 2005b). The change of behavior in a 

reversal task must be rule-based, for after a single trial in which a reward was not received to one 

stimulus, the choice switches to the other stimulus, even though the most recent reinforcement 

association of the second stimulus is with punishment. This is clearly illustrated by both reversals in 

Fig. 1 (Thorpe et al., 1983). This is a non-reward detection system which operates on a timescale of 1-

10 s (as is evident in Fig. 1), which is an appropriate timescale for controlling behavior when a non-

reward event occurs that relates to an action just taken or not taken. Further, the non-reward neuronal 

firing is probably computed in the orbitofrontal cortex, for this region contains the expected reward 

value and reward outcome value neurons required for the computation that an expected reward has not 

been obtained. Further, this type of rule-based reversal is impaired by damage to the orbitofrontal cortex 

in primates including humans, as described in Section 1.4. 

 This neuron-level evidence is strongly supported by functional neuroimaging evidence, which 

indicates that the macaque lateral orbitofrontal cortex is activated by non-reward during a reversal task, 

and that the focus of the activation is the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (Chau et al., 2015). 

  

1.3 Neuroimaging evidence for a non-reward system in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex 

 

 Second, human functional neuroimaging evidence indicates that the lateral orbitofrontal cortex is 

activated by non-reward, and also by punishers that affect emotion-related behavior similarly (Rolls, 

2014a). The activation of the human lateral orbitofrontal cortex during reward reversal is illustrated in 

Fig. 2a, which shows activations on reversal trials, that is when the human subject chose one person’s 

face, and did not obtain the expected reward (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2003). Activations in the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex are also produced by a signal to stop a response that is now incorrect, which is 

another situation in which behavior must change in order to be correct (Fig. 2b) (Deng et al., 2016). 

Orbitofrontal cortex activations in the stop-signal task have further been related to how impulsive the 

behavior is (Whelan et al., 2012). In this context, it has been suggested that impulsiveness may reflect 

how sensitive an individual is to non-reward or punishment (Rolls, 2014a), and indeed we have shown 

that people with orbitofrontal cortex damage become more impulsive (Berlin et al., 2005; Berlin et al., 

2004). The lateral orbitofrontal cortex also responds to many punishing, unpleasant, stimuli 

(Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014b) including bad odor (Rolls et al., 2003) and losing money 

(O'Doherty et al., 2001), as shown in Fig. 3. The computations involved in non-reward referred to below 

are more complicated than those involved in representing punishers, but both types of representation 

are present in the orbitofrontal cortex, are implemented by different neurons, and both are involved in 

changing behavior to no longer choose the now non-rewarded stimulus, or the punisher (Rolls, 2014a, 

2016a; Thorpe et al., 1983). The lateral orbitofrontal cortex projects to the supracallosal anterior 

cingulate cortex, in which non-rewards and punishers are also represented (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 

2011; Rolls, 2014a; Rolls and Grabenhorst, 2008) (Fig. 3a) in this region implicated in action-outcome 
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learning (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Noonan et al., 2011; Rolls, 2014a). The effects of reward 

reversal on this supracallosal system are illustrated in Fig. 2a (green circle). 

 Consistent with this evidence for humans, functional neuroimaging in macaques reveals that the 

macaque lateral orbitofrontal cortex is activated by non-reward during a reversal task (Chau et al., 2015) 

(Fig. 2c). 

 

1.4 Effects of damage to the orbitofrontal cortex 

 

 Third, lesion evidence also shows that the orbitofrontal cortex is involved in changing rewarded 

behavior when non-reward is detected, in that damage to the human orbitofrontal cortex impairs reward 

reversal learning, with the previously rewarded stimulus still being chosen during reversal even when 

no reward is being obtained (Fellows, 2011; Fellows and Farah, 2003; Hornak et al., 2004; Rolls et al., 

1994). There is consistent evidence in macaques (Rolls, 2016a) with orbitofrontal cortex damage 

impairing performance on Go/NoGo task performance, in that they Go on the NoGo trials (Iversen and 

Mishkin, 1970), and in an object-reversal task in that they respond to the object that was formerly 

rewarded with food, and in extinction in that they continue to respond to an object that is no longer 

rewarded (Butter, 1969; Jones and Mishkin, 1972; Meunier et al., 1997). The visual discrimination 

reversal learning deficit shown by monkeys with orbitofrontal cortex damage (Murray and Izquierdo, 

2007) may be due at least in part to the tendency of these monkeys not to withhold choosing non-

rewarded stimuli (Jones and Mishkin, 1972) including objects that were previously rewarded during 

reversal (Rudebeck and Murray, 2011), and including foods that are not normally accepted (Baylis and 

Gaffan, 1991; Butter et al., 1969). Consistently, orbitofrontal cortex (but not amygdala) lesions impaired 

instrumental extinction (Murray and Izquierdo, 2007). 

 In an evolutionary context, this very rapid, rule-based, reversal of stimulus-reward associations 

possible in primates including humans may be an important adaptation to allow rapid and flexible 

changes of behaviour when reinforcement contingencies change, and is likely to be very important in 

social interaction (Rolls, 2014a, 2016a). The detection of this non-reward may be computed in the 

orbitofrontal cortex using reciprocally inhibiting Reward and Non-Reward attractor neuronal 

populations in a single network (Rolls and Deco, 2016). The computational model with integrate-and-

fire neurons shows how adaptation in the Reward attractor neurons after an expected reward input is 

received can lead to activation of the Non-Reward attractor neurons unless a reward outcome has been 

received which maintains the Reward attractor state. This thus provides a model of how the responses 

of lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward neurons are produced (Rolls and Deco, 2016). Importantly, 

the model is based on attractor networks of the type described in this paper that may be over-sensitive 

or persistent in depression. The orbitofrontal cortex is highly developed in primates compared to rodents 

(Passingham and Wise, 2012; Wise, 2008), and this may be one function made possible by the great 

development in evolution of the orbitofrontal cortex (Rolls, 2016a, b). The theory of depression 

described here relates to this primate including human non-reward system in the orbitofrontal cortex. 

  

2. A non-reward attractor theory of depression 

 

 It is well established that not receiving expected reward, or receiving unpleasant stimuli or events, 

can produce depression (Beck, 2008; Drevets, 2007; Eshel and Roiser, 2010; Harmer and Cowen, 2013; 

Price and Drevets, 2012; Pryce et al., 2011). More formally, in terms of learning theory, the omission 

or termination of a reward can give rise to sadness or depression, depending on the magnitude of the 

reward that is lost, if there is no action that can be taken to restore the reward (Rolls, 2013b, 2014a). If 

an action can be taken, then frustration and anger may arise for the same reinforcement contingency 

(Rolls, 2014a). This relates the current approach to the learned helplessness approach to depression, in 

which depression arises because no actions are being taken to restore rewards (Forgeard et al., 2011; 

Pryce et al., 2011). The sadness or depression may be short lasting if it is a minor non-reward. The 
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depression may be longer lasting if for example a member of the family dies, for every time that we 

remember the person we are aware of the loss of the reward of being with them, and this contributes to 

the longer-term depression that may arise. 

 On the basis of the evidence just described on the brain mechanisms involved in non-reward, and 

the non-reward triggers for depression, the theory is now proposed that in depression, the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment attractor network system is more easily triggered and/or 

is very strongly triggered, and is therefore activated more often and maintains its attractor-related firing 

for longer. The greater attractor-related firing of the orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment 

system then triggers negative cognitive states held on-line in other cortical systems such as the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex which is implicated in attentional control and which in turn has top-down 

effects on the orbitofrontal non-reward system that help to bias it in a negative direction and thus to 

increase its sensitivity to non-reward and maintain its overactivity (Rolls, 2013a).  It is proposed that 

the interaction of two different brain systems of this type contributes to the long-lasting ruminating and 

continuing depressive thoughts which occur as a result of a positive feedback attractor cycle between 

these types of brain system.  

 Indeed, we have shown that cognitive states can have top-down effects on affective representations 

in the orbitofrontal cortex (de Araujo et al., 2005; Grabenhorst et al., 2008; McCabe et al., 2008; Rolls, 

2013a). Further, top-down selective attention can also influence affective representations in the 

orbitofrontal cortex (Ge et al., 2012; Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2008; Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2010; Luo 

et al., 2013; Rolls, 2013a; Rolls et al., 2008a), and paying attention to depressive symptoms when 

depressed may in this way exacerbate the problems in a positive feedback way. (Top-down attention 

refers to the process whereby an area such as the prefrontal cortex can hold in short-term memory what 

it is that attention should enhance, and can then bias ‘lower’ brain areas to respond more to some 

properties of what they respond to (Deco and Rolls, 2005a; Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Rolls, 2013a, 

2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2002).) 

 More generally, the presence of the cognitive ability to think ahead and see the implications of recent 

events that is afforded by language may be a computational and evolutionary development in the brain 

that exacerbates the vulnerability of the human brain to depression (Rolls, 2014a). The circuitry that 

may implement this is illustrated in Fig. 4. Further, whenever a memory is retrieved from the 

hippocampal and related systems the emotional component reactivates the orbitofrontal cortex 

emotional system (Rolls, 2015b), contributing to the long-lasting nature of depression. 

 The theory is that one way in which depression could result from over-activity in this lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system is if there is a major negatively reinforcing life event that 

produces reactive depression and activates this system, which then becomes self-re-exciting based on 

the cycle between the lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment attractor system and the 

cognitive system, which together operate as a systems-level attractor (Fig. 4). The theory is that a second 

way in which depression might arise is if this lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment 

system is especially sensitive in some individuals. This might be related for example to genetic 

predisposition; or to the effects of chronic stress which influences cortical regions including the 

orbitofrontal cortex (Gold, 2015; Radley et al., 2015). In this case, the orbitofrontal system would over-

react to normal levels of non-reward or punishment, or even become active in the absence of a stimulus 

as described in Section 5, and start the local attractor circuit in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, which in 

turn would activate the cognitive system, which would feed back to the over-reactive lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex system to maintain now a systems-level attractor with ruminating thoughts (Fig. 4). 

In the theory, an oversensitive or over-responding short-term non-reward system in the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex can produce long-lasting depression (a) because it activates the dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex and related cognitive including language systems that continue thinking about the non-

reward and re-excite the orbitofrontal cortex by top-down influences (see illustration in Fig. 4); and (b) 

because the orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system is activated whenever the human memory system 

retrieves a memory associated with a sad event (Rolls, 2015b), re-activating the positive feedback 
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system between the orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In that the lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex connects to the supracallosal part of the anterior cingulate cortex, this is also expected to be over-

active or to have increased functional connectivity in depression. 

 

3. Evidence consistent with the theory 

 

 There is some evidence for altered structure and function of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex in 

depression (Drevets, 2007; Ma, 2015; Price and Drevets, 2012). For example, reductions of grey-matter 

volume and cortex thickness have been demonstrated specifically in the posterolateral orbitofrontal 

cortex / ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 47, caudal BA 11 and the adjoining BA 45), and also in the 

subgenual cingulate cortex (BA 24, 25) (Drevets, 2007; Nugent et al., 2006). In depression, there is 

increased cerebral blood flow in areas that include the ventrolateral orbitofrontal cortex (which is a 

prediction of the theory), and also in regions such as the subgenual cingulate cortex and amygdala, and 

these increases appear to be related to the mood change, in that they become more normal when the 

mood state remits (Drevets, 2007). 

 Because the lateral orbitofrontal cortex responds to many punishing and non-rewarding stimuli 

(Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a, b) that are likely to elicit autonomic/visceral responses, as 

does the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex, and in view of connections from these areas to the 

anterior insula which is implicated in autonomic/visceral function (Critchley and Harrison, 2013; Rolls, 

2015a), the anterior insula would also be expected to be overactive in depression, and that prediction is 

confirmed (Drevets, 2007; Hamilton et al., 2013; Ma, 2015).  

 Evidence from the first brain-wide voxel-level resting state functional-connectivity neuroimaging 

analysis of depression with 421 patients with major depressive disorder and 488 controls (Cheng, Rolls 

et al (2016)) provides support for and helps to refine the theory of depression. Resting state functional 

connectivity between different voxels reflects correlations of activity between those voxels and is a 

fundamental tool in helping to understand the brain regions with altered connectivity and function in 

depression. 

 One major circuit with altered functional connectivity involved the medial orbitofrontal cortex BA 

13, which is implicated in reward, and which had reduced functional connectivity in depression with 

memory systems in the parahippocampal gyrus and medial temporal lobe (Fig. 5). The lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex BA 47/12, involved in non-reward and punishing events, did not have this reduced 

functional connectivity with memory systems, so that there is an imbalance in depression towards 

decreased reward-related memory system functionality. The reduced functional connectivity of the 

medial orbitofrontal cortex, implicated in reward, with memory systems (relative to the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex) provides a new way of understanding how memory systems may be biased away 

from pleasant events in depression (Cheng et al., 2016). 

 Second, the lateral orbitofrontal cortex BA 47/12 had increased functional connectivity with the 

precuneus, the angular gyrus, and the temporal visual cortex BA 21 (Fig. 5). This enhanced functional 

connectivity of the non-reward/punishment system (BA 47/12) with the precuneus (involved in the 

sense of self and agency), and the angular gyrus (involved in language) may it is suggested be related 

to the explicit affectively negative sense of the self, and of self-esteem, in depression. The increased 

functional connectivity of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, implicated in non-reward and punishment, 

with areas of the brain implicated in representing the self, language, and inputs from face and related 

perceptual systems (Fig. 5) (Cheng et al., 2016) provides a new way of understanding how unpleasant 

events and thoughts, and lowered self-esteem, may be exacerbated in depression. The increased 

connectivity between the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and the angular gyrus system involved in language 

(Fig. 5) directly supports the hypothesis illustrated in Fig. 4.   

 Treatments that can reduce depression such as a single dose of ketamine (Iadarola et al., 2015) may 

act in part by quashing the attractor state in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex / ventrolateral prefrontal 

cortex at least temporarily. Evidence consistent with this is that glucose metabolism in the ventrolateral 
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prefrontal cortex is decreased by a single dose of ketamine that ameliorates depression (Carlson et al., 

2013), and in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex the decrease is related to the increase in hedonia produced 

by the ketamine (Fig. 6) (Lally et al., 2015). This NMDA receptor blocker may act at least in part by 

decreasing the high firing rate state of attractor networks by reducing transmission in the recurrent 

collateral excitatory connections between the neurons (Deco et al., 2013; Rolls, 2012; Rolls and Deco, 

2010, 2015; Rolls et al., 2008c). Another NMDA receptor blocker, nitrous oxide, has also been shown 

to have an antidepressant effect, though the therapeutic use of nitrous oxide is not recommended 

because it produces vitamin B12 depletion (Nagele et al., 2015). Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), 

which may have antidepressant effects, may also knock the non-reward system out of its attractor state, 

and this may contribute to any antidepressant effect. It has been shown that successful ECT for major 

depressive disorder is associated with reduced activation of the orbitofrontal cortex in emotional tasks 

(Beall et al., 2012). 

 Electrical stimulation of the brain that may relieve depression (Hamani et al., 2009; Hamani et al., 

2011; Lujan et al., 2013) may act in part by providing reward that reciprocally inhibits the non-reward 

system, and/or by knocking the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and connected systems out of their attractor 

state. Treatment with antidepressant drugs decreases the activity of this lateral orbitofrontal cortex 

system (Ma, 2015). 

 Antidepressant drugs such as Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs) may treat depression 

by producing positive biases in the processing of emotional stimuli (Harmer and Cowen, 2013), 

increasing brain responses to positive stimuli and decreasing responses to negative stimuli (Ma, 2015). 

The reward and non-reward systems are likely to operate reciprocally, so that facilitating the reward 

system, or providing rewards, and thus activating the medial orbitofrontal cortex (Grabenhorst and 

Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a) (Fig. 3), may operate in part by inhibiting the overactivity in the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment system. Reciprocal activations of the medial orbitofrontal 

cortex reward systems and lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward systems are evident in a monetary 

reward/loss task (O'Doherty et al., 2001). The generally decreased functional connectivity of the medial 

orbitofrontal cortex in depression and the increased functional connectivity of the lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex illustrated in Fig. 5 (Cheng et al., 2016) also provides support for the theory that these systems 

operate in different directions in depression. 

 

4. Relation to other brain systems implicated in depression 

 

 In this section, I consider how the lateral orbitofrontal cortex with its functions in non-reward is 

related to other brain systems implicated in depression, using a systems-level neuroscience approach to 

help assess the functions of different brain systems in depression based on each of their particular 

functions in emotion (Rolls, 2014a). The aim of this section is to provide a framework for understanding 

the contributions of different brain systems to depression. 

 The human medial orbitofrontal cortex has activations related to many rewarding and subjectively 

pleasant stimuli (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a; Rolls and Grabenhorst, 2008) (Fig. 3a). In 

the sense that reward vs non-reward and punishment are reciprocally related in their effects in the medial 

vs lateral orbitofrontal cortex respectively (O'Doherty et al., 2001; Rolls, 2014a), the anhedonia of 

depression can also be related to decreased effects of pleasant rewarding stimuli in the medial 

orbitofrontal cortex during depression, effects that can be restored by antidepressants (Ma, 2015). The 

lateral orbitofrontal cortex / inferior frontal gyrus region that responds to signals to inhibit a response 

in the stop-signal task (Deng et al., 2016) (Fig. 2b) is implicated in impulsive behavior, with damage in 

this region increasing impulsive behavior (Aron et al., 2014). This is of potential importance, for 

treatment with antidepressants, which would be expected to reduce the overactivity in this ventrolateral 

prefrontal cortex region, might thereby increase impulsiveness relative to that in the depressed state. 

Indeed, it is an interesting hypothesis that impulsiveness might reflect underactivity in this ventrolateral 

prefrontal cortex region, and that depression produced by oversensitivity to non-reward and punishment 
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might reflect overactivity in this ventrolateral prefrontal cortex region. In a certain sense, these types of 

behavior might reflect opposite ends of a continuum of non-reward/punishment sensitivity, with 

impulsiveness related to underactivity, and depression to overactivity in the ventrolateral prefrontal 

cortex. 

 The supracallosal cingulate cortex is activated by many aversive stimuli, and the pregenual cingulate 

cortex by many pleasant stimuli (Fig. 3a) (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a). These cingulate 

regions receive inputs from the lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward / punishment system and from 

the medial orbitofrontal cortex reward system, which are value-representing systems (Grabenhorst and 

Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a). However, the anterior cingulate cortex appears to be involved beyond value 

in action-outcome learning, where the outcome refers to the reward or punisher for which an action is 

being learned (Camille et al., 2011; Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014b; Rudebeck et al., 2008; 

Rushworth et al., 2012; Rushworth et al., 2011). In contrast, the medial orbitofrontal cortex is implicated 

in reward-related processing and learning, and the lateral orbitofrontal cortex in non-reward and 

punishment-related processing and learning (Rolls, 2014a). These involve stimulus-stimulus 

associations, where the second stimulus is a reward (or its omission), or a punisher (Rolls, 2014a). Now 

given that emotions can be considered as states elicited by rewarding and punishing stimuli, and that 

moods such as depression can arise from prolonged non-reward or punishment (Rolls, 2014a), the part 

of the brain that processes these stimulus-stimulus associations, the orbitofrontal cortex, is more likely 

to be involved in depression than the action-related parts of the cingulate cortex.  

 In addition to the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and two regions that receive inputs from it, the insula 

implicated in autonomic functions (Rolls, 2015a), and the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex, which 

are all activated by unpleasant stimuli (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Rolls, 2014a), parts of the 

amygdala are activated by unpleasant stimuli, and parts by pleasant stimuli (Rolls, 2014a), and 

amygdala activity has been related to depression (Harmer and Cowen, 2013; Ma, 2015; Price and 

Drevets, 2012). However, the amygdala is less involved in non-reward, especially the rule-based 

reversal of which stimuli are classified as rewarding that is required in a rapid reward reversal task 

(Rolls, 2014a). The orbitofrontal cortex is special in this, because the evidence is that it has attractor 

states than can be activated by non-reward (Rolls, 2014a; Thorpe et al., 1983) (Fig. 1), and these 

attractor states provide a basis for biasing the correct populations of neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex 

to implement the rapid one-trial reversal (Deco and Rolls, 2005b; Rolls, 2014a). Because the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex has recurrent collaterals that can maintain attractor states, it is more likely to be 

involved in maintaining attractor states elicited by non-reward, including depression, than the amygdala 

(Rolls, 2014a, 2016a). The amygdala may therefore because of its responsiveness to punishing stimuli 

be related to depression, but may not be a structure that independently (of the orbitofrontal cortex) 

maintains its activity in an attractor state after non-reward, and during the mood state of depression. 

 The subgenual cingulate cortex has also been implicated in depression, and electrical stimulation in 

that region may relieve depression (Hamani et al., 2009; Hamani et al., 2011; Laxton et al., 2013; 

Lozano et al., 2012; Lujan et al., 2013; Mayberg, 2003). Further, adolescents with depression showed 

increased activation to social rejection (a non-reward outcome) relative to controls in the subgenual 

anterior cingulate as well as the supracallosal cingulate non-reward/punishment area and the amygdala, 

anterior insula and nucleus accumbens (Silk et al., 2014). However, the subgenual cingulate cortex is 

also implicated in autonomic function (Gabbott et al., 2003), and its role as an autonomic output region 

receiving information from the orbitofrontal and cingulate cortices could be related to some of the 

effects found in the subgenual cortex that are related to depression. Indeed, it is sometimes stated that 

a core symptom of depression is a “pervasive negative interoceptive state”, and this may relate directly 

to the roles of the subgenual cingulate cortex in depression. Whether the subgenual cingulate cortex is 

activated because of inputs from the orbitofrontal cortex, or performs separate computations is not yet 

clear. Indeed, the orbitofrontal cortex has the inputs and representations required to compute non-

reward, namely representations of expected value, and reward and punishment outcome value (Rolls, 

2014a; Rolls and Grabenhorst, 2008), and it is not clear that the subgenual cingulate cortex has the 
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information to perform that computation. (Similar arguments apply to the anterior insula, which is also 

implicated in autonomic function (Rolls, 2015a), though it has also been described as part of a “salience 

network” (Menon and Uddin, 2010). Insular as well as anterior cingulate metabolism have been found 

to predict the successful outcome of treatment in depression (Fu et al., 2013; McGrath et al., 2013).) 

Further, the possibility is considered that electrical stimulation of the subcallosal region, which includes 

parts of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Laxton et al., 2013),  that may relieve depression, may do 

so at least in part by activating connections involving the orbitofrontal cortex, other parts of the anterior 

cingulate cortex, and the striatum (Hamani et al., 2009; Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Lujan et al., 2013).  

 

5. Implications for treatments 

 

 This non-reward / punishment attractor network sensitivity theory of depression has implications for 

treatments. These implications can be understood and further explored in the context of investigations 

of the factors that influence the stability of attractor neuronal networks with integrate-and-fire neurons 

with noise introduced by the close to Poisson spiking times of the neurons (Deco et al., 2013; Deco et 

al., 2009; Loh et al., 2007; Rolls, 2008, 2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010, 2011, 2015; Rolls et al., 2010; 

Rolls et al., 2008b; Rolls et al., 2008c; Wang, 2002). One is that antianxiety drugs, by increasing 

inhibition, might reduce the stability of the high firing rate state of the non-reward attractor, thus acting 

to quash the depression-related attractor state. A second is that it might be possible to produce agents 

that decrease the efficacy of NMDA receptors in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, thereby reducing the 

stability of the depression-related attractor state. The evidence that there are genes that are selective for 

NMDA receptors for the neurons in different neural populations is that there are separate knock-outs 

for NMDA receptors in the CA3 and CA1 regions of the hippocampus (Nakazawa et al., 2004; 

Nakazawa et al., 2002; Nakazawa et al., 2003; Tonegawa et al., 2003). The present theory suggests that 

searching for ways to influence the attractor networks in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex by decreasing 

excitatory transmission (for example by influencing NMDA receptors in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex) 

or increasing inhibitory transmission in this region may be of considerable interest. It should be noted 

that the present theory is a theory specifically of non-reward and punishment-related attractor networks 

in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and related areas in relation to depression, and that alterations of 

attractor networks in other cortical areas may be related to other psychiatric disorders (Rolls, 2012, 

2016a).  

 In terms of the implications of the attractor-based aspect of the present theory, an important point is 

that the attractor dynamics must be kept stable in the face of the randomness or noise introduced into 

the system by the almost Poisson firing times of neurons for a given mean firing rate (Rolls, 2012, 

2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010). Moreover, the spontaneous firing rate state of the non-reward attractor 

must be maintained stable when no non-reward inputs are present (or otherwise the non-reward attractor 

would jump into a high firing rate non-reward state for no external reason, contributing to depression). 

The inhibitory transmitter GABA may be important in maintaining this type of stability (Rolls, 2012, 

2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010). Moreover, the high firing rate state produced by non-reward must not 

reach too high a firing rate, as this would cause overstability of the non-reward / depression state (Rolls, 

2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010). In a complementary way, if the high firing rate attractor state is 

insufficiently high, then that attractor state might be unstable, and the individual might be relatively 

insensitive to non-reward, not depressed, and impulsive because of not responding sufficiently to non-

reward or punishment. The excitatory transmitter glutamate acting at NMDA or AMPA receptors may 

be important in setting the stability of the high firing rate attractor state (Rolls, 2012, 2016a; Rolls and 

Deco, 2010). In this respect and in this sense, the tendency to become depressed or to be impulsive may 

be reciprocally related to each other. Predictions for treatments follow from understanding these noisy 

attractor-based dynamics (Rolls, 2012, 2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010). 

 The whole concept of attractor states has many implications for the treatment of depression, for 

rewards and other environmental changes and activities that tend to compete with the non-reward 
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attractor state and quash it may be useful in the treatment of depression. 

 

6. Mania and bipolar disorder 

 

 So far, we have been considering unipolar depression. 

 Bipolar disorder includes periods of mania in addition to periods of depression. The severity of the 

mania is greatest in bipolar I disorder, moderate in bipolar II disorder, and lower in cyclothymia.  During 

depression, people feel helplessness, reduced energy, and risk aversion, while with mania behaviors 

include grandiosity, increased energy, less sleep, and risk preference / impulsivity (Nusslock et al., 

2014).  

 What is the relation between mania and depression? Although bipolar disorder is often thought to 

be very different from depression, might an analogous approach be useful for bipolar disorder? Could 

it be that in mania, there is something that in terms of reward/non-reward systems, is almost the opposite 

of depression? Might there be in mania increased sensitivity to reward, and decreased sensitivity to 

non-reward / punishment? The latter might manifest itself as increased impulsiveness in mania. That is 

a suggestion that might be considered to be the opposite of what has been described for unipolar 

depression.  

 It turns out that there is support for this hypothesis. It indeed appears that the risk for mania is 

characterized by a hypersensitivity to goal- and reward-relevant cues (Nusslock et al., 2014). This 

hypersensitivity can lead to an excessive increase in approach-related affect and motivation during life 

events involving rewards or goal striving and attainment. In the extreme, this excessive increase in 

reward-related affect is reflected in manic symptoms, such as pursuit of rewarding activities without 

attention to risks, elevated or irritable mood, decreased need for sleep, increased psychomotor 

activation, and extreme self-confidence. Some evidence consistent with the hypothesis is that patients 

with bipolar I disorder and their relatives showed greater activation of the medial orbitofrontal cortex 

in response to reward delivery (Wessa et al., 2014). Also, reduced deactivation of the medial 

orbitofrontal cortex (where rewards are represented) during reward reversal might reflect a reduced 

error signal in bipolar disorder patients and their relatives in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex. (Activation 

of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex by non-reward in healthy individuals is illustrated in Fig. 2a 

(Kringelbach and Rolls, 2003).) This type of non-reward or punishment-related responsiveness has been 

found to be very different in mania, with apparently decreasing activations in the lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex during expectation of increasing loss (Bermpohl et al., 2010), the opposite of what is found in 

healthy participants (Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; O'Doherty et al., 2001). In this context, of potentially 

reduced sensitivity or even abnormal function of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system in 

mania, it is relevant that manic bipolar patients continue to pursue immediate rewards despite negative 

consequences (Wessa et al., 2014). Further, impulsivity in mania is pervasive, encompassing deficits in 

attention and behavioral inhibition. In addition, impulsivity is greater if the illness is severe (with for 

example frequent episodes, substance use disorders, and suicide attempts) (Swann, 2009). The 

significance of this is that impulsivity may reflect decreased sensitivity to non-reward, reflected in 

decreased activations in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, where non-reward is represented (see above). 

 Thus mania may reflect a state in which there is decreased sensitivity of non-reward systems and 

hence increased impulsiveness due to reduced sensitivity of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and at the 

same time, increased sensitivity to reward reflected in activations in the medial orbitofrontal cortex and 

pregenual cingulate cortex. Although these medial and lateral systems may show reciprocally related 

activations within an individual, with for example increasing activations in the medial orbitofrontal 

cortex to increasing monetary gains and decreasing activations in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and 

vice versa to increasing monetary loss (O'Doherty et al., 2001), the reward and non-reward systems 

could be, and indeed are likely to, have their sensitivity set by independent genes, providing a basis for 

some patients to be depressed, and others to show both mania and depression. Indeed, Rolls’ theory of 

emotions (2014a) would go beyond this, and suggest that the sensitivity to many different rewards (e.g. 
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food when hungry, water when thirsty, pleasant touch, sensitivity to reputation), and correspondingly 

to many different non-rewards, may be set by genes somewhat independently. This provides a relation 

to personality (Rolls, 2014a), with the implication that people with depression may be particularly 

sensitive to certain non-rewards or punishers, and people with mania may be particularly sensitive to 

particular rewards. This has important implications for therapy, which might be well-directed towards 

particular sensitivities to particular non-rewards and particular rewards in different individuals. 

 The question then arises of the extent to which attractor network operations contribute to mania. In 

terms of responses to inputs that increase the expectancy of reward, a short-term attractor system, 

probably in the orbitofrontal cortex, is likely to be present, to bridge any temporal interval between the 

expected reward signal and the actual outcome (Rolls and Deco, 2016). This could in principle be 

oversensitive in mania. When the reward, the outcome, is delivered, it might also be useful to have a 

short-term attractor, to help reset a rule attractor for which stimulus is currently rewarding. However, it 

would be maladaptive if these reward-expectancy or reward-outcome attractors normally operated for 

more than perhaps 10 s, for this would tend to break the important contingency between input stimuli 

and outcomes.  

 In addition to these short-term attractors, there also needs to be a longer term attractor process to 

reflect mood state, which typically operates on a much longer time scale. This might again be an 

attractor (with separate competing attractors for different mood states), and this attractor might be re-

activated by the longer loop through the language / planning cognitive system, which by recalling a 

recent reward might calculate the long-term benefits, helping to keep the mood state prolonged. This 

whole ‘long-loop’ attractor might also be more sensitive in mania. These are interesting ideas for future 

empirical exploration. 

 The evidence that a reward system is over-responsive in mania (Nusslock et al., 2014) provides 

elegant complementary support for approach taken here, that over-responsiveness or over-activation of 

the lateral orbitofrontal cortex non-reward system provides a neuroscience-based framework for 

understanding depression.  

 

7. Concluding remarks 

 

 The theory is proposed that in depression, the lateral orbitofrontal cortex / ventrolateral prefrontal 

cortex non-reward / punishment attractor network system is more easily triggered, and maintains its 

attractor-related firing for longer. 

 The greater attractor-related firing of the non-reward system triggers negative cognitive states, which 

in turn have top-down effects on the orbitofrontal non-reward system that help to maintain its 

overactivity and account for ruminating and continuing depressive thoughts in a positive feedback cycle 

between the cognitive systems in for example the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and language systems 

and orbitofrontal cortex systems (Fig. 4). Recent neuroimaging evidence is consistent with this, showing 

increased functional connectivity between the lateral orbitofrontal cortex BA 47/12 and language areas 

such as the angular gyrus, with areas such as the precuneus involved in the representation of the self 

which may be related to the low self-esteem in depression, and to the temporal lobe sensory areas which 

may be related to the negative interpretation of environmental stimuli in depression (Cheng et al., 2016). 

The reduced functional connectivity of the medial orbitofrontal cortex, implicated in reward, with 

parahippocampal memory-related areas may relate to the reduced feelings of hedonia in depression 

(Cheng et al., 2016). 

 Treatments that can reduce depression such as a single dose of ketamine and electroconvulsive 

therapy, may act in part by quashing the attractor state at least temporarily. Other treatments such as 

antidepressant drugs may facilitate the medial orbitofrontal cortex reward system, which by reciprocal 

inhibitory interactions quashes overactive attractor states in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex. 

 It is hypothesized that the medial orbitofrontal cortex reward system which projects to the pregenual 

cingulate cortex is more responsive to reward when patients with bipolar disorder are in a manic state.   
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 The orbitofrontal cortex projects to a number of brain areas and this helps to provide a systems-level 

neuroscience framework for understanding depression. The orbitofrontal cortex projects to the 

supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex which is involved in learning and correcting actions in relation 

to non-reward and punishment; and to the anterior insula and subgenual cingulate cortex which are 

involved inter alia in autonomic responses (Rolls, 2015a) which become altered in depression. The 

orbitofrontal cortex also projects to the amygdala, and to the basal ganglia which may be involved in 

habit (stimulus-response) learning (Rolls, 2014a). 
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Figure Legends  

Fig. 1. Evidence that there are non-reward error-related neurons that maintain their firing after 

non-reward is obtained. Error neuron: Responses of an orbitofrontal cortex neuron that responded 

only when the macaque licked to a visual stimulus during reversal, expecting to obtain fruit juice 

reward, but actually obtained the taste of aversive saline because it was the first trial of reversal (trials 

3, 6, and 13). Each vertical line represents an action potential; each L indicates a lick response in the 

Go-NoGo visual discrimination task. The visual stimulus was shown at time 0 for 1 s. The neuron did 

not respond on most reward (R) or saline (S) trials, but did respond on the trials marked S x, which were 

the first or second trials after a reversal of the visual discrimination on which the monkey licked to 

obtain reward, but actually obtained saline because the task had been reversed. The two times at which 

the reward contingencies were reversed are indicated. After responding to non-reward, when the 

expected reward was not obtained, the neuron fired for many seconds, and was sometimes still firing at 

the start of the next trial. It is notable that after an expected reward was not obtained due to a reversal 

contingency being applied, on the very next trial the macaque selected the previously non-rewarded 

stimulus. This shows that rapid reversal can be performed by a non-associative process, and must be 

rule-based. (After Thorpe, Rolls and Maddison 1983.) (RasterOF204Lab.eps) 

 

Fig. 2a. Evidence that the human lateral orbitofrontal cortex is activated by non-reward. 

Activation of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex in a visual discrimination reversal task on reversal trials, 

when a face was selected but the expected reward was not obtained, indicating that the subject should 

select the other face in future to obtain the reward. a) A ventral view of the human brain with indication 

of the location of the two coronal slices (b,c) and the transverse slice (d). The activations with the red 

circle in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, peaks at [42 42 -8] and [-46 30 -8]) show the activation 

on reversal trials compared to the non-reversal trials. For comparison, the activations with the blue 

circle show the fusiform face area produced just by face expressions, not by reversal, which are also 

indicated in the coronal slice in (c).  b) A coronal slice showing the activation in the right orbitofrontal 

cortex on reversal trials. Activation is also shown in the supracallosal anterior cingulate region 

(Cingulate, green circle) that is also known to be activated by many punishing, unpleasant, stimuli (see 

Grabenhorst and Rolls (2011)). (From NeuroImage 20 (2), Morten L. Kringelbach and Edmund T. 

Rolls, Neural correlates of rapid reversal learning in a simple model of human social interaction, pp. 

1371--83, Copyright, 2003, with permission from Elsevier.)  

 

Fig. 2b. Activations in the human lateral orbitofrontal cortex are related to a signal to change 

behavior in the stop-signal task. In the task, a left or right arrow on a screen indicates which button 

to touch. However on some trials, an up-arrow then appears, and the participant must change the 

behavior, and stop the response. There is a larger response on trials on which the participant successfully 

changes the behavior and stops the response, as shown by the contrast stop-success – stop-failure, in 

the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in a region including the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, with peak at [-

42 50 -2] indicated by the cross-hairs, measured in 1709 participants. There were corresponding effects 

in the right lateral orbitofrontal cortex [42 52 -4]. Some activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

in an area implicated in attention is also shown. (After Deng, Rolls et al, 2016). 

 

Fig. 2c. Bold signal in the macaque lateral orbitofrontal related to win-stay / lose-shift 

performance, that is, to reward reversal performance. (After Chau et al, 2015). 

(OFCfacereversalSSTmac.eps) 

 

Fig. 3. Rewards tend to be represented medially in the human orbitofrontal cortex and in the 

pregenual cingulate cortex, and non-reward and punishment laterally in the orbitofrontal cortex 

and in the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex. Maps of subjective pleasure in the human 

orbitofrontal cortex (ventral view) and anterior cingulate and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (sagittal 
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view). Yellow: sites where activations correlate with subjective pleasantness. White: sites where 

activations correlate with subjective unpleasantness. The numbers refer to effects found in specific 

studies. Taste: 1, 2; odor: 3-10; flavor: 11-16; oral texture: 17, 18; chocolate: 19; water: 20; wine: 21; 

oral temperature: 22, 23; somatosensory temperature: 24, 25; the sight of touch: 26, 27; facial 

attractiveness: 28, 29; erotic pictures: 30; laser-induced pain: 31.  Consistent laterality effects are not 

generally observed in these investigations. (Reprinted from Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 15 (2), Fabian 

Grabenhorst and Edmund T. Rolls, Value, pleasure and choice in the ventral prefrontal cortex, pp. 56-

-67, Copyright, 2011, with permission from Elsevier.) (PleasureMaps.eps) 

 

Fig. 4. Interaction of orbitofrontal cortex non-reward networks with language networks in 

depression. Illustration of how an overactive non-reward attractor network in the lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex could send information forward to networks for language and planning ahead which could in 

turn send top-down feedback back to the orbitofrontal non-reward network to maintain its over-activity. 

It is suggested that such a system contributes to the persistent ruminating thoughts in depression. 

(DepArchi.eps) 

 

Fig. 5. Resting state functional connectivity in depression. A. Cluster functional connectivity matrix. 

The color bar shows the -log10 of the p value for the difference of the functional connectivity. Blue 

indicates reduced functional connectivity, and yellow/orange/red increased functional connectivity. The 

matrix contains rows and columns for all cases in which there were 10 or more significant voxels within 

a cluster. ACC - anterior cingulate cortex; MedTL - medial temporal lobe, including parts of the 

parahippocampal gyrus; Thal - thalamus. The abbreviations are from the AAL2 (Rolls et al., 2015) (see 

also (Cheng et al., 2016)). B. The medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex networks that show different 

functional connectivity in patients with depression. A decrease in functional connectivity is shown in 

blue, and an increase in red. MedTL -- medial temporal lobe from the parahippocampal gyrus to the 

temporal pole; MidTG21R - middle temporal gyrus area 21 right; OFC13 - medial orbitofrontal cortex 

area 13; OFC47/12R - lateral orbitofrontal cortex area 47/12 right. The lateral orbitofrontal cortex 

cluster in OFC47/12 is visible on the ventral view of the brain anterior and lateral to the OFC13 clusters. 

(After Cheng, Rolls et al, 2016.) (BrainClusters4b.eps) 

 

Fig. 6. Antidepressant (reduction of anhedonia) effects of a single dose of ketamine are associated 

with a decrease in metabolism in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and inferior frontal gyrus. 

Percentage change in hedonia (measured with the Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale, SHAPS) regressed 

against FDG PET difference images. Decreased metabolism in the orbitofrontal cortex and inferior 

frontal gyrus (upper) were associated with the greatest anti-anhedonic response (lower) (i.e. with the 

greatest increase in hedonia). (After Lally et al 2015.) (Lal3.eps)  
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Fig. 1. (RasterOF204Lab.eps) 
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Fig. 2. (OFCfacereversalSSTmac.eps) 
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Fig. 3. (PleasureMaps.eps) 
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Fig. 4. (DepArchi.eps) 
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Fig. 5. (BrainClusters4b.eps) 
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Appendix. Attractor networks. 

 
 

a. Architecture of an Attractor Network. External inputs ei activate the neurons in the network, and 

produce firing yi, where i refers to the i’th neuron. The neurons are connected by recurrent collateral 

synapses wij, where j refers to the j’th synapse on a neuron. By these synapses an input pattern on ei is 

associated with itself, and thus the network is referred to as an autoassociation network. Because there 

is positive feedback via the recurrent collateral connections, the network can sustain persistent firing. 

These synaptic connections are assumed to be formed by an associative (Hebbian) learning mechanism. 

The inhibitory interneurons are not shown. They receive inputs from the pyramidal cells, and make 

negative feedback connections onto the pyramidal cells to control their activity. The recall state (which 

could be used to implement short-term memory, or memory recall, or a decision) in an attractor network 

can be thought of as the local minimum in an energy landscape. 

b. Energy landscape. Attractor networks are often conceptualized in terms of an energy landscape, in 

which a low energy, stable, state would be produced if neurons with high firing were connected by 

strong synapses (Hopfield, 1982; Rolls, 2016a; Rolls and Deco, 2010). The first basin (from the left) in 

the energy landscape is the spontaneous state, and the second basin is the high firing rate attractor state 

which might represent a decision or a memory, and it is ‘persistent’ in that the neurons that implement 

it continue firing. The vertical axis of the landscape is the energy potential. The horizontal axis is the 

firing rate, with high to the right. In the normal condition, the valleys for both the spontaneous and for 

the high firing attractor state are equally deep, making both states stable. In the situation that is 

illustrated, the high firing rate state is very deep, corresponding to a very stable and persistent attractor, 

such as one that might be present for non-reward or punishment in depression. In general, there will be 

many different high firing rate attractor basins, each corresponding to a different decision or memory. 

(autoarchi3Landscape.eps) 

 

Neuronal network software written in Matlab to illustrate the operation of attractor networks is available 

in connection with Cerebral Cortex: Principles of Operation (E.T.Rolls, 2016, Oxford University 

Press) at 

http://www.oxcns.org/NeuronalNetworkSimulationSoftware.html. 

  

http://www.oxcns.org/NeuronalNetworkSimulationSoftware.html
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